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A B S T R A C T   

Sports plays a pivotal role in national development. To accurately predict college students’ sports 
performance and motivate them to improve their physical fitness, this study constructs a sports 
achievement prediction system by using a U-Net Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in ma-
chine learning. Firstly, the current state of physical education teachers’ instructional proficiency 
is investigated and analyzed to identify existing problems. Secondly, an improved U-Net-based 
sports achievement prediction system is proposed. This method enhances the utilization and 
propagation of network features by incorporating dense connections, thus addressing gradient 
disappearance issues. Simultaneously, an improved mixed loss function is introduced to alleviate 
class imbalance. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed system is validated through testing, 
demonstrating that the improved U-Net CNN algorithm yields superior results. Specifically, the 
prediction accuracy of the improved network for sports performance surpasses that of the original 
U-Net by 4.22 % and exceeds that of DUNet by 5.22 %. Compared with other existing prediction 
networks, the improved U-Net CNN model exhibits a superior achievement prediction ability. 
Consequently, the proposed system enhances teaching and learning efficiency and offers insights 
into applying artificial intelligence technology to smart classroom development.   

1. Introduction 

Sports achievement prediction is crucial for improving the pertinence of college students’ sports training and aiding educational 
administration departments in formulating sports training plans [1-3]. Therefore, achieving high-performance sports achievement 
prediction methods has become a hot research issue. Initially, students’ sports achievement prediction relied on physical education 
(PE) teachers’ subjective assessments and basic statistical methods, resulting in low prediction efficiency and accuracy, thus failing to 
meet practical needs [4,5]. This study is motivated by the pressing need to enhance PE quality and accurately predict students’ sports 
performance. Given the increasing emphasis on sports in holistic education, precise prediction of students’ sports performance is 
essential. It not only assist teachers in better assessing students’ physical fitness and athletic skills but also facilitates formulating 
personalized training plans and improves teaching effectiveness. However, traditional assessment methods often rely on subjective 
judgment and simple statistical analyses, lacking precision and objectivity. Additionally, existing prediction models face limitations in 
handling complex sports data and addressing class imbalance issues. 

Predicting students’ sports achievement involves modeling a regression problem, with numerous approaches proposed to address 
it. Jaiswal et al. (2021) [6] emphasized the importance of timely interventions based on students’ academic records to accurately 
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forecast their upcoming achievements. They established a machine learning system to evaluate students’ graduation results. Joshi et al. 
(2021) [7] highlighted educational data mining (EDM) as a major field in modern education research, emphasizing the significance of 
data quality in determining the success of a data mining strategies. Their approach improved prediction accuracy by identifying and 
explaining factors influencing student achievement. Rodríguez-Hernández et al. (2021) [8] explored the application of Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANNs) in predicting higher education performance. They found it outperformed other machine learning algorithms 
in terms of F1-score and recall. They also identified previous academic achievements, high school characteristics, and socio-economic 
conditions as vital predictors. In order to find out the extent to which mental intelligence and anxiety contribute to predicting the 
academic performance of college students, Singh (2021) [9] investigated the contribution of mental intelligence and anxiety to 100 
college students’ academic achievement, finding a positive correlation between mental intelligence and academic achievement. 
Meanwhile, they discovered that anxiety was not correlated with mental intelligence but played a role in predicting it. Mon-
teverde-Suárez et al. (2021) [10] compared students’ academic achievement prediction using ANN and Naive Bayes in a medical 
undergraduate program’s first year. They identified attributes associated with predictions, with Naive Bayes highlighting students’ 
prior knowledge as the most vital prediction attribute. In summary, scholars have explored various approaches to achievement pre-
diction, yet challenges persist. Few studies focus on the academic performance prediction of college students, with primary and 
secondary school students often receiving more attention. Additionally, some researchers overlook multifactorial influences on per-
formance prediction. 

College students’ sports achievement prediction poses a typical uncertainty challenge. This study proposes a sports achievement 
prediction method for students by combining U-Net Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with DenseNet. Initially, a U-Net CNN 
model for predicting students’ sports achievement is constructed. Subsequently, to address model limitations, residual learning 
mechanisms and densely connected neural networks are incorporated. Finally, experimental data validates the effectiveness of the 
prediction model. 

1.1. Study on sports achievement prediction scheme using neural network 

1.1.1. Challenges confronting PE teachers in the context of machine learning 
PE teachers face various challenges throughout their professional journey, spanning instructional complexities, student-related 

concerns, curriculum content, and external environmental factors. 
Firstly, there is an increasing demand for personalized teaching in PE. PE teachers must tailor training plans to each student’s 

physical fitness, interests, and learning styles. However, achieving effective personalized teaching without sufficient data support 
poses significant challenges. Teachers need to understand each student’s characteristics and possess the ability to access and analyze 
relevant data to support their teaching decisions. Secondly, data-driven decision-making is increasingly crucial in PE. Utilizing data 
analysis to guide improvements in students’ sports performance and maintain their health represents a major trend in modern 
teaching. However, PE teachers may lack experience and tools for effectively collecting, analyzing, and applying this data. Further-
more, performance prediction and goal setting are crucial components of PE teaching. Teachers need to set reasonable training goals 
and accurately predict student performance improvement. Without precise and scientific prediction tools, these goals and predictions 
often rely on teachers’ experiential judgment, which may not be accurate or effective. Moreover, the challenge of technological 
integration should not be underestimated. While advanced machine learning technologies offer new possibilities for PE, teachers may 
face difficulties integrating these technologies into their daily teaching practices. This includes a lack of necessary technical equip-
ment, the need for relevant technical knowledge, and strategic considerations on how to blend new technologies with traditional PE 
teaching methods. Lastly, training and resource limitations are also a significant challenge. Effectively utilizing technologies such as U- 
Net requires teachers to have relevant technical knowledge and may demand additional training and resources. Obtaining such support 
in resource-constrained environments can be challenging. 

To resolve the issues faced by PE teachers, enhancing teaching capabilities and integrating modern technology are essential. Firstly, 
data collection methods such as surveys, interviews, and observations can be employed to analyze students’ sports performance, 
interests, physical fitness levels, as well as PE teachers’ teaching methods, technical skills, and challenges. Secondly, machine learning 
models can conduct in-depth analysis of the collected data, identifying patterns and trends in students’ sports performance and 
assessing the effectiveness and limitations of teachers’ teaching methods. Based on this data analysis, key issues in PE teaching can be 
identified, such as insufficient personalized teaching, slow curriculum updates, low student engagement, and inadequate integration of 
resources and technology. 

Through this systematic approach, combining machine learning technology with improved teaching capabilities, PE teachers can 
more effectively identify and address current challenges, thus enhancing teaching quality and fostering students’ sports performance 
and overall health. 

1.1.2. Analysis of machine learning technology and probabilistic neural networks 
Over recent years, deep learning, a subset of AI and machine learning, has tremendously simplified the workflow of machine 

learning. The concept of deep learning was introduced by American scholars in the second half of the 20th century [11-13], originally 
aimed at exploring learners’ knowledge acquisition and learning processes. In learning, diverse strategies are employed by learners to 
master knowledge, categorized into deep learning and shallow learning. Deep learning involves understanding, critical thinking, and 
problem-solving during the learning process, while shallow learners rely on passive memorization [14,15]. Deep learning surpasses 
shallow learning in effectiveness, and their comparison is depicted in Fig. 1, portraying the relationship between machine learning and 
deep learning [16,17]. 
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Deep learning represents a prominent pathway to AI, stemming from machine learning, a technology that uses computer systems to 
analyze vast datasets and derive underlying patterns [18,19]. As a specialized form of machine learning, deep learning excels in 
capturing complex hierarchical structures of within data, enabling it to model the world effectively. Its applications span various 
domains, including speech, video, image processing, and natural language processing, catalyzing significant advancements in science 
and technology and produced profound influence. Among deep learning architectures, CNNs stand out as pivotal models, particularly 
since 2012 when they became pivotal in image processing [20-23]. When combined with other technologies, CNNs find utility across 
diverse fields. Fig. 2 illustrates the development timeline of deep learning. 

The basic CNN structure is presented in Fig. 3, showcasing its sequential layers including input, convolution, pooling, and fully 
connected layers [24-26]. 

The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) is a feedforward neural network that operates based on principles of probability statistics, 
employing a radial basis function network as its core model. PNN has many merits, such as rapid training, accurate classification, 
simple learning procedures, and high fault tolerance. Bayes’ rule plays a pivotal role in guiding data selection and offers enhanced 
decision-making capabilities within the input space, thus serving as the theoretical foundation for PNN implementation. 

A posterior density π(θ|x) in Bayes’ rule is expressed as Eq. (1): 

π(θ|x) = π(θ)f(x|θ)
∫

π(θ)f(x|θ)dθ
=

h(x|θ)
m(x)

(1)  

In Eq. (1), f(x|θ) implies the sample density; h(x|θ) stands for the joint distribution; π(θ) refers to the sample distribution; m(x) means 
the marginal distribution. 

Bayes in neural networks can be written as Eq. (2): 

π(λ|X) = π(λ)f(X|λ)
∫

π(λ)f(X|λ)dλ
(2)  

In Eq. (2), λ refers to model parameters, and X represents the dataset. 
Bayes’ rule of decision function d(x) is defined by Eq. (3), with a value range of [− 1, 1]. 

d : X(X ⊂ Rn)→ y={− 1, 1} (3) 

The loss function is a critical method to evaluate prediction accuracy, closely tied to the decision function and expressed by Eq. (4) 
and Eq. (5): 

l(x, y,d(x))= l(y − d(x)) (4)  

l(β) =
{

0 β = 0
1 others (5) 

Fig. 1. Relationship between machine learning and deep learning.  
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The output function, denoted as y, holds significance in various machine learning and deep learning applications, particularly in 
image processing. These applications often encounter notable class imbalance within datasets, where certain classes have significantly 
more samples than others. Such imbalance can lead to biases towards the majority class during model training, thereby reducing its 
ability to recognize minority classes [27]. To mitigate this issue, an improved hybrid loss function is employed, which combines the 
strengths of various loss functions to handle class imbalance. By assigning different weights to the losses of each class, with increased 
loss weights for minority classes and decreased weights for majority classes, this weighting mechanism directs the model to focus more 
on minority classes during training, thereby enhancing its ability to recognize them [28]. 

The expected risk is an indicator to assess the generalization ability of the decision function. It represents the Riemann-Stieltijes 
integral of the loss function over a probability distribution, as illustrated in Eq. (6): 

R[d] = E[l(x, y, d(x))] =
∫

l
(

(x, y, d(x))dP(x, y) (6)  

1.1.3. EDM 
Data mining involves various disciplines such as statistical analysis, information retrieval, machine learning, and database tech-

nology, aimed at extracting knowledge from data to support decision-making. This knowledge can be widely applied to various in-
dustries, including banking, insurance, telecommunications, retail, education, and medicine, spawning new research topics. In 
education, the proliferation of campus information technology and the Internet propelled the use of data mining to enhance education 

Fig. 2. Timeline of deep learning development.  

Fig. 3. CNN structure.  
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outcomes, giving rise to the interdisciplinary subject of EDM. EDM involves data extraction, screening, conversion, mining, and model 
analysis using mathematical techniques and mining algorithms to derive actionable insights for teaching and management, thereby 
adding meaningful value [29-31]. 

EDM technology uses theories and technologies from social psychology, computer science, pedagogy, and statistics to address 
various educational issues. It aids educational decision-making, fostering student initiative, and refining teaching methods. EDM 
shares common processes with most data mining endeavors, such as data preparation, screening, pre-processing, and pattern evalu-
ation [32]. However, its distinctiveness lies in utilizing educational data to discover knowledge and iteratively optimize the educa-
tional environment, constituting a circular process of generation, testing, and continuous improvement. 

EDM extracts valuable knowledge from the education system, benefiting educators, learners, administrators, and system de-
velopers. It serves diverse roles for different stakeholders. For learners, personalized course recommendations enhance learning 
enthusiasm and outcomes, fostering effective teaching activities. Educators benefit from objective teaching feedback, course evalu-
ation, and early identification of students needing support [33]. For administrators, combining EDM into educational administration 
facilitates comprehensive analysis of curriculum, teaching processes, and teaching resources, providing managers with objective 
decision-making insights to improve teaching management. 

1.1.4. Research on U-Net 
U-Net, a classic CNN introduced in 2015, has spurred extensive research into its network structure, leading to numerous publi-

cations focused its structure improvement. Tailored for image data, U-Net’s unique symmetric structure excels in feature extraction 
and utilization [34-36]. This capability makes U-Net well-suited for processing complex patterns and structures in data like athlete 
movement data or videos. By efficiently extracting key features from motion data, U-Net can accurately predict athletic performance. 
Furthermore, its encoder-decoder architecture efficiently integrates context information across different scales, enabling it can to 
identify both local features and their broader contextual significance. This contextual understanding is crucial for predicting athletic 
performance, encompassing an athlete’s performance at specific moments and their overall performance throughout the entire motion 
process. 

The U-Net architecture comprises symmetrical U-shaped structure, composed of a contracting path and an expanding path. The 
contracting path is a classic CNN architecture, featuring repeated structures with two convolutional operations and a pool each time. 
Convolutional layers employ 3 × 3 convolution kernels and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, alongside maximum 
pooling. The number of feature maps doubles with each down-sampling step. Each step in the expanding path begins with up-sampling, 
halving the number of feature maps and doubling the map size. The upsampled results are then concatenated with corresponding 
feature maps from the contracting path, cropped to match size, and subjected to two 3 × 3 and one 1x1 convolution operations. 
However, the network faces two significant challenges. Firstly, it is computationally inefficient, running separately for each neigh-
borhood and repeating for overlapping neighborhoods. Secondly, there is a trade-off between accurate positioning and obtaining 
context information [37]. Larger patches require more maximum pooling layers, reducing positioning accuracy, while smaller 
neighborhoods yield less contextual information [38]. Balancing these factors is crucial. The structure of the U-Net is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. U-Net structure.  
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1.1.5. Improved U-Net 
To sort out the super-resolution problem, researchers proposed the Residual Dense Network (RDN), comprising three components. 

Part 1 is a shallow feature extraction module (SFEM), and part 2 comprises a residual dense block (RDB) integrating residual and dense 
blocks to extract intensive features from SFEM outputs. Part 3 involves long-link global residual learning, facilitating smoother 
network training and deeper feature extraction. Fig. 5 displays the structure of RDN. 

In U-Net, features extracted from each layer are learned once, and there is no inter-layer connection, leading to low feature uti-
lization and segmentation accuracy. In contrast, DenseNet employs dense connections to combine current layer features with all 
previous layers and transfer the generated features to subsequent layers. This cascading approach enables each layer to learn from 
previous layers, enhancing feature transmission and addressing gradient vanishing. Let xl denote the output of the l-th layer in the 
DenseNet, as defined by Eq. (7). 

xl =Hl([xl− 1, xl− 2,⋯, x0]) (7)  

In Eq. (7), function Hl represents the nonlinear transformation of the l-th layer, and […] means the fusion operation of all layers’ 
characteristics. 

Therefore, this study introduces a dense connection module based on DenseNet principles to enhance model performance by 
refining feature utilization and transmission. Specifically, each dense connection module consists of two 3 × 3 convolutional layers 
followed by two feature fusion operations, to augment feature extraction and integration. This design ensures that the feature maps 
generated after each convolution operation are fused with the original input’s feature map, enriching it. Such fusion enhances feature 
complexity and depth and promotes the model’s comprehensive understanding of information. Additionally, by transmitting the fused 
feature maps between modules, this optimization strategy facilitates information flow in the network, addressing potential issues of 
information loss and gradient vanishing. This dense connection mechanism means allows each layer direct access to features from all 
preceding layers, significantly enhancing feature extraction and learning. Therefore, this structure not only deepens the network’s 
hierarchy but also improves its accuracy and efficiency in handling complex data. The improved network model’s structure is implied 
in Fig. 6. 

Moreover, a batch normalization (BN) layer and a modified Linear Unit activation layer are added after each convolutional layer to 
enhance network performance. The BN layer solves the problems related to the network’s sensitivity to initial data distribution and 
poor generalization ability. It first normalizes the input data xi, represented mathematically as follows: 

μB =
1
m

∑m

i=1
xi (8)  

σ2
B =

1
m

∑m

i=1
(xi − μB)

2 (9) 

Fig. 5. The structure of RDN.  
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x̂i =
xi − μB̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

σ2
B + ε

√ (10)  

In Eqs. (8)–(10), m refers to the batch size of the input data; μB means the mean value; σ2
B signifies the variance; ε stands for the 

smoothing factor, preventing division by zero. This alteration reshapes the distribution of data features learned from the network. To 
mitigate the impact of changes in the effect of online learning, the normalized data x̂i needs to be transformed and reconstructed, as 
implied in Eq. (11). 

yi = γx̂i + β (11)  

In Eq. (11), γ and β represent the learnable reconstruction parameter, and yi denotes the output value of the network after BN of the 
input data xi. In the improved U-Net, each layer is directly connected to all preceding layers, enabling the output of each layer to serve 
as input for the subsequent layer and to be directly transmitted to all subsequent layers. This dense connection design fosters seamless 
information flow within the network, effectively addressing issues of gradient vanishing in deep networks. Because gradients can 
propagate more effectively through these direct connections, the learning speed and quality of lower-level features are enhanced. 
Additionally, dense connections facilitate feature reuse, allowing the network to directly utilize features from preceding layers. This 
not only amplifies the network’s feature learning capabilities but also mitigates the issue of gradient vanishing during training, as 
gradients can propagate directly from the output layer to nearly all input layers. 

The improved Linear Unit activation is responsible for mapping the input of neurons in the neural network to the output, thereby 
introducing nonlinear factors into the network and improving the nonlinear expression ability of the network. Its definition can be 
written as Eq. (12): 

f(x)=max(0, x) (12) 

The attention mechanism facilitates the network in selecting important features in the data while suppressing irrelevant ones. The 

Fig. 6. Structure of the dense connection module.  
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depth feature selection method of the Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) is embedded in the feature extraction stage of the 
improved U-Net model, which prioritizes regions with the most category differentiation. CBAM, a lightweight universal attention 
module, enhances the network’s feature extraction ability without significantly increasing parameters or computational complexity. It 
is composed of two sub-modules: the spatial attention module (SAM) and the channel attention module (CAM). SAM focuses on spatial 
relationships, while CAM explores inter-channel dependencies, treating feature map on each channel as a feature detector. To integrate 
the attention mechanism module into U-Net, the residual structure and 3 × 3 convolution kernel size are combined to facilitate 
convolutional separation and improve network efficiency. Subsequently, transpose convolution is added to capture local features to 
gather global information, while BN processing is performed to enhance overall network generalization. The encoding of the attention 
mechanism is portrayed in Eq. (13). 

Cm =
∑nʹ

m=1
anmhm (13)  

In Eq. (13), hm represents the conversion function of the coding stage, anm refers to the weight, nʹ and indicates the length of feature 
information. 

Down-sampling reduces the probability of accurately identifying pixels, while up-sampling in U-Net has a limited capacity to 
recover feature information. Therefore, this study extends the U-Net framework by incorporating a fusion layer of pooling and 
convolution layers at the bottom of the U-shape architecture. This extension aims to improve network speed, reduce computational 
complexity, and expand the feature map to capture local and detail information. The fusion module comprises a convolution-pooling 
layer consisting of a maximum pooling layer with a stride of 2, a depth-wise separable convolution with a kernel size of 1 × 1, and a 2 
× 2 up-sampling layer. The maximum pooling layer reduces parameters in subsequent convolutional layers and prevents overfitting 
while decreasing image resolution. After pooling, the up-sampling operation restores lost feature information, independently inputting 
the output from the previous layer into each convolution-pooling layer. Through layer fusion, channel dimensions are spliced to 
expedite the training process of the network model. 

1.2. Experimental design 

1.2.1. Dataset collection 
The experiment utilizes the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset, an open dataset widely used for object 

recognition, detection, and segmentation tasks. Released by Microsoft in 2014, the COCO dataset comprises over 330,000 images 
covering 80 common object categories, including people, animals, vehicles, and furniture. Each image includes multiple annotations, 
including object bounding boxes, instance segmentation masks, and image descriptions. Additionally, the dataset presents various 
challenging scenarios such as occlusion, small objects, and irregular shapes. In addition to image-level annotations, the COCO dataset 
provides detailed annotations for objects, specifying the category, bounding box shape, and instance segmentation mask for each 
object instance. This allows researchers to perform more fine-grained object detection and segmentation tasks. The COCO dataset is 
widely employed for training and evaluating the performance of computer vision models, and it serves as a benchmark for state-of-the- 
art algorithms for object detection, instance segmentation, and image captioning. It is available for download from the official website 
(http://cocodataset.org/#download). While primarily applied in image recognition and object detection, techniques developed using 
the COCO dataset can be transferred to sports performance prediction, particularly in the analysis and recognition of athletes’ 
movements and performances. Processing methods applied to the COCO dataset, such as data cleaning, annotation, and augmentation, 
are highly valuable for handling sports performance datasets. Models demonstrating strong performance on the COCO dataset indicate 
their generalizability and robustness, instilling confidence in their application for sports performance prediction. In summary, 
although primarily used in image processing, the experience and techniques gained in model development and validation on the COCO 
dataset are entirely applicable to the domain of sports performance prediction. 

1.2.2. Grouping normalization 
To accelerate model convergence and alleviate overfitting, normalization is added to the model. BN operates on batches of data, 

with the batch size N impacting its performance. Given the limited experimental data, setting a small batch size can lead to inaccurate 
variance calculation. To address this, this model adopts grouping normalization to calculate the mean and variance for each group 
within channel C. This ensures accurate normalization even with small batch sizes. The equation is as follows: 

x̂a =
1
σa

(xa − μa) (14)  

σa =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n
∑

k∈Sa

(xk − μa)
2
+ ε

√

(15)  

μa =
1
n
∑

k∈Sa

xk (16)  
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ya = γx̂a + β (17)  

Sa =

{

k
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒kM = aM,

⌊
kC

C/G

⌋

=

⌊
aC

C/G

⌋}

(18)  

Here, a = (aN, aC, aH, aW), ε refers to a constant; γ and β represent learnable variables; C and G stand for the number of channels and 
groups, respectively. 

1.2.3. Data cleaning and pre-processing 
The quality of the sample library significantly impacts the performance of deep learning models. Higher-quality samples facilitate 

faster and more precise training of neural network models. In this study, data cleaning focuses mainly on the sample base. First, an 
initial model is trained using the uncleaned samples. Then, the initial model is employed to evaluate all similar samples. Samples with 
low scores undergo direct elimination or correction of mislabeling. This process iterates through reprocessing steps until the desired 
result is achieved, typically involving two or more cycles. 

1.2.4. Experimental training process and environment 
The improved network architecture is built in Torch, and the hardware configuration for network training is detailed in Table 1. 
The training process unfolds as follows.  

1) Input the training sample into U-Net simultaneously for processing. The network conducts forward propagation to predict pixel 
categories and calculates the loss of the cost function by comparing predictions with marked images.  

2) Utilize stochastic gradient descent for backpropagation learning to optimize network parameters.  
3) Cease training when the cost function converges and stabilizes, iterating the entire training process 50 times.  
4) Conclude the training. 

2. Analysis and discussion of experimental results 

2.1. Experimental performance comparison of the algorithm on microsoft COCO dataset 

To validate the model’s efficacy, multiple tests are conducted on the prediction capabilities of the original U-Net network, 
improved U-Net, Resnet U-Net, Attention ResUNet, and DUNet using the COCO dataset. Normalize the data from the COCO dataset and 
conduct experiments afterwards. The original U-Net network serves as the baseline model, providing a crucial comparative foundation. 
Given U-Net’s renowned success in medical image segmentation and its versatility across various image processing tasks, its inclusion 
as a reference model facilitates clear visualization of performance gains of the enhanced model. Additionally, evaluating the original U- 
Net’s performance helps ascertain the genuine effectiveness of any architectural modifications or enhancements. Choosing Resnet U- 
Net as a comparative model aims to assess the impact of residual learning on enhancing network performance, especially concerning 
complex sports performance prediction tasks. Introducing an attention mechanism into Resnet U-Net, represented by Attention 
ResUNet, further enhances the model’s ability to focus on pivotal features. This attention mechanism enables the model to prioritize 
information relevant to the prediction task, thereby improving accuracy and efficiency. DUNet, a variant U-Net incorporating dense 
connections inspired by DenseNet’s dense connection strategy, aims to enhance feature propagation and reuse. Selecting DUNet as a 
comparative model reflects an endeavor to address deep learning challenges by optimizing feature flow. 

The prediction performance of each model is analyzed and compared across key evaluation indexes such as accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F1-score. Table 2 presents a comprehensive comparison of five algorithms’ prediction performance on the COCO dataset. 

In Table 2, the improved U-Net demonstrates superior performance across all key performance metrics, achieving 93 % accuracy, 
94 % precision, 93 % recall, and an F1 score of 93 %. Conversely, the original U-Net and DUNet show slightly inferior performance, 
with accuracies of 88 % and 87 %, respectively. While Attention Resnet U-Net matches with the improved U-Net in accuracy, it exhibits 
slightly lower values in other metrics. 

Table 1 
List of experimental parameters.  

Items Parameters 

Number of CPUs in servers 3 
CPU 40 address sizes: 46 bits physical, 48 bits virtual 

20 physical id: 0 
20 physical id: 1 

CPU model Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210 CPU @ 2.20 GHz 
Number of running bits of CPU 64-bit operating system 
Kernel information of the operating 

system 
Linux ubuntu 5.4.0–94-generic #106~18.04.1-Ubuntu SMP Fri Jan 7 07:23:53 UTC 2022 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 
GNU/Linux 

Python 3.8  
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2.2. Analysis of experimental results of network performance 

The experiment’s results are analyzed based on six repeated tests, enhancing the reliability and stability of the findings. Single tests 
may be influenced by random factors, leading to non-representative results. Multiple tests enable the aggregation of results, facilitating 
in-depth analysis through statistical indicators such as mean, median, and standard deviation. This approach ensures a comprehensive 
and accurate evaluation of the model’s performance. Additionally, multiple tests aid in assessing the model’s generalization ability 
across different datasets or conditions, offering insights into its stability and generalization capability. Fig. 7 outlines the change curve 
of network error during training, comparing the performance between the original and the improved U-Net models. 

Fig. 7a and b shows the training performance of the improved U-Net model at different learning rates. Upon reaching 3500 iter-
ations, the loss curve exhibits minor peaks at 4550 and 6800 iterations. However, the overall trend indicates a decrease in network loss, 
approaching stability. By 8000 iterations, the error remains consistently below 0.2, indicating stabilization. Conversely, the original U- 
Net stabilizes at below 0.25 loss by 7800 iterations. Notably, the training error of the improved network consistently outperforms that 
of the original network, highlighting the latter’s superior training effect. 

The convergence speed scores of the model under varying learning rates is indicated in Fig. 8. 
The results of Fig. 8a and b shows that at lower learning rates, the model requires more iterations to achieve convergence. This 

phenomenon arises because excessively small lr values compromise the regular term’s constraint ability. For lr values of 0.0001 and 
0.3, it takes 60 and 25 iterations, respectively, for the diffusion process to stabilize. 

In the sports achievement prediction problem, feature extraction is carried out for various types of data features. The accuracy of 
model feature extraction is revealed in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9a and b suggest that the optimized U-Net demonstrates enhanced feature extraction accuracy compared with the original U- 
Net. However, this improvement comes at the cost of extended extraction time. Particularly for numerous extraction tasks, employing 
the optimized U-Net entails a relatively higher feature extraction time cost. 

2.3. Analysis of experimental results of sports achievement prediction 

Fig. 10 depicts the actual results of PE subjects alongside the predicted scores by the original U-Net, the improved U-Net, Resnet U- 
Net, Attention ResUNet, and DUNet. 

Fig. 10a and b shows that the actual result of PE subjects in the first test is set as 74 points. In Fig. 10, the original U-Net, Resnet U- 
Net, Attention ResUNet, DUNet, and the improved U-Net predicted the PE subject scores of 67, 61, 67, 66, and 71, respectively. 
Comparative analysis of the predicted results against the actual outcomes reveals that the improved network achieves a 5.22 % higher 
accuracy in sports performance prediction than DUNet and a 4.22 % higher accuracy than the original U-Net. These findings indicate 
that the predictive performance of the improved U-Net is closer to the target results, with smaller prediction errors. 

Table 2 
Comparison of prediction performance of five algorithms on the COCO dataset.  

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Original U-Net 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Improved U-Net 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.93 
Resnet U-Net 0.88 0.90 0.88 0.89 
Attention ResUNet 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.90 
DUNet 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87  

Fig. 7. Change curve of network error 
(a. Learning rate: 0.1; b. Learning rate: 0.2). 
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Fig. 8. Convergence speed scores of the system under diverse learning rates 
(a. maximum pooling operation score; b. sum pooling operation score). 

Fig. 9. Accuracy of model feature extraction 
(a: Original U-Net; b: Improved U-Net). 

Fig. 10. Experimental results of model prediction 
(a. Class 1; b. Class 2). 
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3. Discussion 

In the performance comparison experiment, the improved U-Net integrates the dense connection mechanism of DenseNet, 
enhancing feature propagation and reducing information loss during transmission. This enhancement significantly improves the 
model’s accuracy and recall. Additionally, employing a mixed loss function effectively addresses class imbalance issues, enhancing 
recognition rates for minority classes and improving precision. Through these strategies, the improved U-Net not only enhances 
performance but also strengthens adaptability to different sports and diverse data distributions, exhibiting higher generalization 
ability. The study aims to develop a sports performance prediction system based on the improved U-Net model, with the goal of 
optimizing the quality and efficiency of sports teaching through machine learning techniques. Throughout this process, various 
challenges encountered include data accessibility and diversity, model generalization ability, and high computational resource re-
quirements. Nevertheless, the improved U-Net model, with its outstanding feature extraction capabilities and high adaptability to 
different data types, demonstrates good generalizability across various sports and performance scenarios. In real-world educational 
environments, especially in smart classrooms, the predicted system is expected to significantly enhance teaching interactivity and 
personalized learning experiences. The system can monitor and analyze students’ sports performance in real-time, enabling teachers to 
provide more precise guidance based on each student’s specific needs. However, when developing and applying such systems, careful 
consideration must be given to ethical impacts and potential biases, especially ensuring data representativeness and fairness, as well as 
safeguarding student privacy and data security. This study has profound implications for the field of PE, advancing education 
modernization and showcasing the immense potential of artificial intelligence (AI) technology in promoting teaching efficiency and 
personalized learning. Furthermore, it contributes to the ongoing dialogue on the adoption of AI technology in education, offering new 
perspectives and practical cases for AI applications in PE. For researchers or educators intending to implement similar AI systems into 
teaching practices, it is recommended to prioritize data quality and diversity, maintain model transparency and interpretability, and 
rigorously consider ethical and privacy protection issues. Comprehensive testing and evaluation should be conducted before imple-
mentation to ensure the effectiveness and applicability of the system. Through these efforts, this study not only advances research in 
the technical aspects of sports performance prediction but also provides valuable experience and insights for the broader application of 
AI in education. In comparison to the research by Sun et al. (2023) [39], this study examines the theoretical performance of the model 
and explores its practical deployment in real-world educational environments, especially within intelligent classrooms. By continu-
ously monitoring students’ athletic performances, this system can offer teachers real-time feedback and personalized guidance sug-
gestions, an application potential often overlooked in previous studies. Furthermore, compared to the standard CNN used by 
Migliaccio et al. (2023) [40], the improved U-Net model in this study demonstrates superior adaptability to different sports and 
performance scenarios, showcasing enhanced generalization capabilities. This is attributed to its dense connection mechanism and 
feature fusion strategy, enabling effective capture and utilization of deep features within complex data, thereby achieving efficient 
performance predictions across various sports disciplines. 

4. Conclusion 

Sports achievement prediction plays a pivotal role in aiding educational administration departments to devise tailored sports 
training plans and effectively improve the focalization of sports training. Consequently, high-performance methods for sports 
achievement prediction have become a hot issue. This study delves into the sports achievement prediction problem and proposes a 
prediction model based on the U-Net CNN. Firstly, in the feature extraction stage of the improved U-Net model, the depth feature 
selection method of CBAM is embedded, enabling the model to focus on regions with the most category differentiation. Secondly, the 
U-Net framework is extended by adding a fusion layer of convolution and pooling layers at the bottom of the U-shape. This extension 
thus reduces computation, improves network speed, and expands the feature map to capture local and detail information. The actual 
test proves the proposed model’s high predictive performance, demonstrating its efficacy in effectively predicting sports achievements 
with accuracy meeting actual requirements. Nonetheless, this study has certain limitations. Although the improved U-Net model 
performs exceptionally well in the current task, there may be insufficient assessment of its generalization capabilities to other related 
tasks. Future research could explore the model’s applicability and effectiveness in different types of sports performance prediction 
tasks. Additionally, while the introduction of dense connections and mixed loss functions has enhanced the model’s performance, it 
may have increased the complexity and computational costs of the model. Subsequent studies need to explore more efficient model 
optimization techniques to strike a balance between performance improvement and computational resource consumption. 
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